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The proton spin puzzle

Steven Bass

Cracow,   October 2016

Proton spin problem:

Where does the spin of the nucleon (proton and neutron) come from ?  

E.g. The key difference between 3He and 4He in low temperature     

physics comes from the spin of the extra neutron in 4He  

 where does this spin come from at the quark level ?

Relativistic quark models  ~ 60% of proton’s spin carried by intrinsic  

spin of quark constituents

Polarized Deep Inelastic Scattering  quark “spin content” ~ 35%      

 Where is the missing “spin” ? (polarized gluons, L_z, … ?)

Progress (theory and experiment) 

 Valence quarks, DChSB (pion cloud) and (perhaps) gluon topology 



Spinning the proton

• Reviews of Modern Physics, April 2013, October 2005

• WSPC book, 2007
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Deep Inelastic Scattering

• Inclusive electron proton scattering 

• Cross-sections behave like incoherent 
elastic scattering on nearly-free quarks 
(fermions) inside



The proton spin puzzle: where it started 
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Spin thoughts

• Polarization data has often been the 
graveyard of fashionable theories. If 
theorists had their way they might well 
ban such measurements altogether out of 
self-protection.

J.D. Bjorken (1987)
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Spin experiments

• Today: many spin experiments ... 

• 40 years of proton spin studies
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Polarized DIS – global programme
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New spin facilities

• RHIC@BNL: the world´s first polarized proton proton collider

• Jefferson Lab: continuous polarized electron beams and fixed target
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Proton Spin

• What do we expect for the proton spin content ?

• Static quark model  100 %

• Relativistic effects  Constituent quark models ~ 60 %  

[e.g. Bag  Lower component of Dirac spinor is in p-wave: Shift 
of J from intrinsic spin  orbital angular momentum ]

• What has been measured ? 

• Quarks seem to contribute just ~30 % of the proton‘s spin (!)

• Where is the „missing spin“ ?

• What does this result tell us about spin and 
constituent quarks ?
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Partonic spin structure of the proton

• Spin independent 

and spin dependent structure functions

Have the parton interpretation

Where the distributions measure the probability to find an (anti-)quark 
with given polarization and momentum fraction x of the proton´s 
momentum

• In QCD the first moment of the spin distributions are measured through 
axial current matrix elements
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Deep Inelastic Spin Sum Rule

• Dispersion relation for polarized photon-nucleon scattering + operator 
product expansion  Sum Rule

• Here nature helps us (Bjorken):

gA
(3) = 1.26 (same matrix element measured in neutron beta decay)

gA
(8) = 0.58 +/- 0.03 (extracted from hyperon beta decays + SU(3)) 

• Perturbative QCD corrections calculated to high precision (Larin et al)

• Guess (Ellis-Jaffe hypothesis): Strangeness contribution ~ 0

 gA
(8) = gA

(0) ~ 0.6

TEST THIS IN EXPERIMENT



The Spin Structure of the Proton

Polarized Deep Inelastic Scattering

Measure g1 spin structure function

First moment 

WHERE IS THE „MISSING SPIN“ ?

 „Strangeness polarization“ 
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Quark spins in the proton

• Taking SU(3)

• With Cloudy Bag, pion cloud violates SU(3)

» Also lattice
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Convergence of the first moment integrals

Isosinglet integral converges at 
x ~ 0.03 

Spin problem associated with 
„collapse“ of the singlet 
structure function at small x

Bjorken SR for g1(p-n) works!

... Accurate to 9% [COMPASS 
data, NLO result]
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Isovector structure functions

Plot the spin dependent and spin 
independent isovector s.f.s together

• Ratio R(3) = 2x g1
(p-n)/F2

(p-n) measures ratio 
of spin to non-spin isovector distributions. 

• Interesting: Essentially constant in the 
measured region for  x < 0.2 at the value 
predicted by simple quark models. 

• Why should quark model expectations 
work for x < 0.1 ?

• NOWHERE ELSE TO PUT THE AREA 
UNDER THE BJORKEN SUM RULE !!
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Is there a catch ?

• SU(3) and hyperon beta-decays (pion chiral corrections can be large)

• Sum Rule is derived starting from the dispersion relation … 

• Assumes no contribution from the „circle at infinity“

• Otherwise we get a (finite) correction to the first moment sum rule !

[SDB, Zakopane lectures 03 and RMP]
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Sum rules

• Sum rules for 

gA
(0) singlet axial charge  (… e.g. Ellis-Jaffe #2)

what dynamics separates its value from gA
(8) ?

and 

½ = Quark spin + Glue spin + Orbital
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QCD and gA
(0)

• How does the polarized DIS 
measurement fit with the 
constituent quark picture ?

• What have we really measured ?
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Polarized glue

• Attempts to understand the polarized DIS values of gA
(0) and Delta s

– Gluon polarization

– Sea and valence quark polarization 

 measure through hard processes in (semi-inclusive) DIS, jets, polarized pp 
collisions at RHIC … 

• Measurements at COMPASS, RHIC, HERMES: Delta g < 0.5, Q^2 ~ 3 GeV^2
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Gluon polarization appears small !
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What about polarized strangeness ?
• Tag on final state pion or kaon  Spin-Flavour separation

• No evidence of negative strangeness polarization
Delta s = -0.02 +/- 0.02 (stat) +/- 0.02  (syst)  @  0.003 < x < 0.3
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What about polarized strangeness ?
• Tag on final state pion or kaon  Spin-Flavour separation

• No evidence of negative strangeness polarization
Delta s = -0.02 +/- 0.02 (stat) +/- 0.02  (syst)  @  0.003 < x < 0.3
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Elastic neutrino proton scattering
Independent weak interaction measurement of gA

(0)

– Measure matrix element of non-singlet current

–  Axial charge

– Measures strangeness up to heavy quark corrections

– NLO heavy quark calculation [SDB,Crewther,Steffens,Thomas]

– Small … = -0.02

– Direct measurement of Delta s 
(independent of potential subtraction constants)
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QCD and gA
(0)

• How does the polarized DIS 
measurement fit with the 
constituent quark picture ?

• What have we really measured ?
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What‘s left ?

… where are we ?

Consider non-perturbative aspects:

pion cloud physics plus the axial anomaly …



Modelling the spin

• Colour hyperfine interaction (OGE) and pions shift total angular 
momentum into orbital angular momentum
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SU(3) breaking 

• SU(3) for axial charges works at zeroth order in chiral expansion

• Pion chiral corrections induce SU(3) breaking – we use Cloudy Bag Model 

[SDB+AW Thomas, PLB 684 (2010) 216]
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Cloudy Bag results

• Leading order model result depends on representation chosen for chiral 
symmetry

• Surface coupling model

• Volume coupling model
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Octet axial charge

• Leading order results depend on representation of chiral symmetry and 
whether couple quarks to pions at the Bag surface or through out the Bag 
volume

• Surface version

Still a spin puzzle to solve

• Volume version

Pions enough to resolve the spin puzzle

• Combine a la PDG:  Octet axial charge =

compares with model prediction 0.42 +/- 0.07 (before polarized glue)

and reduces the „polarized strangeness“ needing to be explained



Evolution and comparison with theory
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Non pertubative gluon topology

Constituent quark  = 

„(topological) condensate“ 

+   partons
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QCD axial anomaly and gA
(0)

• The QCD Axial Anomaly in the singlet axial current

• Current sensitive to gluonic degrees of freedom
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The proton in QCD

• Quarks, antiquarks and gluon 
partons

• Beyond pQCD, QCD vacuum is 
Bloch superposition of vacuum 
states with different topological 
winding numbers, and different 
chiralities
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Example of x=0 polarization
• Vacuum tunneling processes (instantons, … and interaction with QCD theta vacuum) 

• Chirality of moving quarks gets flipped but the total is conserved 

 Is absorbed into the vacuum and 

 Spin asymmetry of moving partons  gets washed out with spin   
shifted to x=0 

 „x=0“ carries some of the spin ! 

(corresponds to subtraction constant in dispersion relation for g_1)
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Understanding the proton spin 

• Non-perturbative physics is important !

– SU(3) breaking through pion cloud

– Role of gluon topology in dynamical symmetry breaking and the 

transition from current to constituent quarks 

– Spin transferred from (valence) quarks to the QCD „theta-vacuum“

• SIDIS data + RHIC Spin  Glue and sea polarization appears small

• Proton spin puzzle is „valence like“

 connected with chiral dynamics and complex vacuum structure of

QCD in (iso-)singlet channel
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Spinning the proton
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Subtraction at infinity (?)

• Forward Compton amplitude

• Hadron tensor for polarized deep inelastic

• Scaling structure functions
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Dispersion relation for polarized DIS
• Crossing symmetry

• Define

• Dispersion relation with possible finite subtraction at infinity

• … or in terms of g1

• Subtraction constant must be non-polynomial in Q^2
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• Analytic for               Taylor series expansion

• Compare result with light-cone OPE

• Equating powers of 1/x, the subtraction constant affects just the first moment

Moments and the OPE



Semi-inclusive polarised DIS
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